Archiware Reveals Future Features of P5 and Offers a 25% Discount on the P5 Data Mover at IBC 2023

Archiware GmbH, expert in data management, presents a sneak preview of the upcoming features in version 7.2 of the P5 software platform and announces a 25% discount on the P5 Data Mover at IBC Show 2023. Numerous partner integrations will be showcased at Archiware’s booth 7.D13, including DatIntell, QNAP and UNITEX.

Munich/Amsterdam, September 11th, 2023 – The International Broadcasting Convention is the leading European tradeshow for media, entertainment and technology professionals. This year, Archiware provides a first glance at the newest developments in its P5 software platform. Highlights of version 7.2 include:

- **S3 Object archive to LTO/LTFS** to address LTO storage via the S3 interface adding LTO and LTFS support to a vast array of S3-compatible software
- **New INC+ archiving** for effective file-level de-duplication for archived data
- **P5 Data Mover policies** to facilitate the migration between storage pools based on an arbitrary query on the archive index

Archiware is also offering a special 25% discount on the regular retail price for the P5 Data Mover, which can be claimed until December 31st 2023. The extension of the P5 Archive module enables policy-based moving and copying of archived data between tape, cloud and disk storage.

A total of 30 Archiware hardware and software partners are attending the IBC this year. New integrations include NanoPure, which combines with Archiware’s P5 Archive and P5 Backup modules to guarantee tape hardware reliability by cleaning, testing and calibrating new LTO cartridges before first use. Solution partner DatIntell is joining Archiware at booth 7.D13 to showcase their powerful data analytics software. Additionally, QNAP (7.D29) and UNITEX (3.A55) are presenting the joint solution with P5 at their booths.

A complete list of Archiware partners is available in the IBC Partner Map: https://bit.ly/archiware-ibc-partner-2023

About Archiware:

Headquartered in Munich, Germany, Archiware GmbH is a privately held company with over 20 years of experience in data management software for backup, synchronization and archiving and more than 20,000 licenses sold. Archiware’s software is used by thousands of media companies worldwide.

The product line includes:

- **P5 Synchronize**: Replicate data to ensure high availability
- **P5 Backup**: Back up server data to disk, tape and cloud
- **P5 Archive**: the MAM-like Archive to migrate data offline to disk, tape and cloud
- **P5 Data Mover**: an extension for the P5 Archive module for policy-based moving, copying and tiering of archived data between tape, disk and cloud.

For more information, visit www.archiware.com
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